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Unexpected CDH1 Mutations
Identified on Multigene Panels Pose
Clinical Management Challenges
See accompanying editorial DOI: 10.1200/PO.17.00006

abstract

PurposeMutations in the CDH1 gene confer up to an 80% lifetime risk of diffuse gastric cancer
and up to a 60% lifetime risk of lobular breast cancer. Testing for CDH1 mutations is rec-
ommended for individuals who meet the International Gastric Cancer Linkage Consortium
(IGCLC) guidelines. However, the interpretation of unexpected CDH1mutations identified in
patients who do not meet IGCLC criteria or do not have phenotypes suggestive of hereditary
diffuse gastric cancer is clinically challenging. This study aims to describe phenotypes of CDH1
mutation carriers identified through multigene panel testing (MGPT) and to offer informed
recommendations for medical management.

Patients and Methods This cross-sectional prevalence study included all patients who un-
derwent MGPT between March 2012 and September 2014 from a commercial laboratory
(n = 26,936) and an academic medical center cancer genetics clinic (n = 318) to estimate CDH1
mutationprevalence and associated clinical phenotypes.CDH1mutation carrierswere classified
as IGCLC positive (met criteria), IGCLC partial phenotype, and IGCLC negative.

Results In the laboratory cohort, 16 (0.06%) of 26,936 patients were identified as having a
pathogenic CDH1 mutation. In the clinic cohort, four (1.26%) of 318 had a pathogenic CDH1
mutation.Overall, 65%ofmutation carriers didnotmeet the revised testing criteria published in
2015. All three CDH1 mutation carriers who had risk-reducing gastrectomy had pathologic
evidence of diffuse gastric cancer despite not having met IGCLC criteria.

ConclusionThemajority ofCDH1mutations identified onMGPTare unexpected and found in
individuals who do not fit the accepted diagnostic testing criteria. These test results alter the
medicalmanagementofCDH1-positive patients and families andprovideopportunities for early
detection and risk reduction.
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INTRODUCTION

Mutations in the CDH1 gene cause hereditary dif-
fuse gastric cancer (HDGC),which confers up to an
80% lifetime risk of diffuse gastric cancer (DGC)
and up to a 60% lifetime risk of female invasive
lobular carcinoma (ILC), with the average age at
diagnosis being 38 and 53 years, respectively.1-3

These high risks, coupled with the difficulty of
diagnosing early-stage DGC and current clinical
recommendations to consider prophylactic gastrec-
tomy inCDH1 carriers,4,5 highlight the importance
and clinical challenges of identifying and managing
individuals with CDH1 mutations (CDH1+).

Traditionally, genetic testing for cancer suscep-
tibility is performed after the development of
a differential diagnosis, including Mendelian

syndromes caused by a few highly penetrant genes
suggested by personal/family history.Genetic test-
ing thenproceeds in a stepwise, targetedmanner to
evaluate the differential diagnosis.With the advent
of multigene panel testing (MGPT), clinicians are
able to analyze multiple genes simultaneously, in-
cluding those lower on the differential diagnosis or
not considered at all. The International Gastric
Cancer Linkage Consortium (IGCLC) published
guidelines in 2010 (updated in2015) for identifying
individuals as appropriate forCDH1gene testing4,5

(Table 1); however, multigene panels are nowused
to test increasingnumbersof individuals forCDH1.
We describe a cross-sectional prevalence study of
CDH1+ individuals identified byMGPT. Implica-
tions for medical management and testing criteria
are featured.
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PATIENTS AND METHODS

This collaborative, institutional review board–
approved study between Ambry Genetics and
the University of Southern California (USC) in-
vestigated the prevalence and describes the phe-
notypes of CDH1 mutation carriers identified
through MGPT. A retrospective review of two
cohorts was performed: The laboratory cohort
included all probands, unrelated to our knowl-
edge, who underwent MGPT for CDH1 (genes
analyzed, five to 43) at Ambry Genetics be-
tween March 16, 2012, and September 30, 2014
(n = 26,936), and the clinic cohort consisted of all
patients who underwent MGPT with CDH1 in-
cluded in the panel (genes analyzed, five to 110)
from April 15, 2013, to May 29, 2014, at USC
(n = 318). For all the patients in the clinic cohort,
MGPT was ordered because one or more of the
genes included in the panel was the primary target
and part of the differential diagnosis. For the
laboratory cohort, data were abstracted from test
request forms, and information about the targeted
genes or the differential diagnosis was not avail-
able. No overlap existed between the cohorts in
patients who tested positive for CDH1, and pa-
tients who tested negative for CDH1 mutations
shared by USC and Ambry were excluded from
Ambry’s count. Panel testing in the clinic cohort

was performed at the following laboratories: Am-
bry Genetics, Myriad Genetics, University of
Washington, and Fulgent Diagnostics. For the
laboratory cohort, data were abstracted from test
requisition forms and by contacting the ordering
provider toobtain furtherpathology, personal and
family history, testing information on family
members, and outcomes data. For the clinic co-
hort, data were abstracted directly from the pa-
tient’s medical record. USC clinicians (genetic
counselors and physician cancer geneticists) clas-
sified patients in the clinic cohort; the laboratory
cohort was classified by an Ambry genetic coun-
selor. Subsequent blinded classifications were re-
peated by clinicians at Ambry and USC.

CDH1+ cases were classified into three categories
on the basis of the 2010 IGCLC guidelines4:
IGCLC positive (IGLCC-Pos) was defined as
mutation carriers who met IGCLC criteria;
IGCLC partial phenotype (IGCLC-PP) was de-
fined as mutation carriers who did not meet
IGCLC criteria, but HDGC was in their differ-
ential diagnosis because of the presence of gastric
cancer, age older than 40 years, or ILC at any
age in the family; and IGCLC negative
(IGCLC-Neg) was defined as mutation carriers
who did not meet IGCLC criteria and had no
gastric cancer or ILC present in the family. Each

Table 1. International Gastric Cancer Linkage Consortium Guidelines

2010 Guidelines 2015 Revised Guidelines

1. Two or more documented cases of DGC
in first- or second-degree relatives,with at
least one being diagnosed before the age
of 50 years, or

1. Families with two or more patients with
gastric cancer at any age, one confirmed
DGC

2.Three ormore cases of documentedDGC
in first- or second-degree relatives
independent of age of onset

2. IndividualswithDGCbefore the ageof 40
years

3. Individual with DGC diagnosed before
the age of 40 years

3. Families with diagnoses of bothDGCand
ILC (one diagnosis before the age of 50
years)

4. Personal or family history of DGC and
ILC, one diagnosed before the age of 50
years

Consideration of genetic testing for the
following individuals:

1. Patients with bilateral or familial ILC
before the age of 50 years

a. Patient with bilateral ILC diagnosed at
younger than 50 years of age or

b.Multipleclose relativeswith ILCwithat
least two diagnosed at younger than 50
years of age

2. Patients with DGC and cleft lip/palate

3. Patients with precursor lesions for signet
ring cell carcinoma

Abbreviations: DGC, diffuse gastric cancer; ILC, invasive lobular carcinoma.
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Table 2. CDH1 Mutations and Phenotype Description

Proband
ID

IGCLC
Classification CDH1 Mutation

Panel
Tested

Proband Diagnosis,
Age (years)

Proband
Pathology

Family Cancer Status/
FamilialTesting,Age (years)*

CC1 IGCLC-Neg EX1_EX2del MyRisk Breast, 44 Ductal None

LC2 IGCLC-Neg c.1565+1G.A ColoNext CRC, 54, 59 Unknown Mother breast, 63

Sister CDH1+, polyps, 61

Sister RCC, 60

LC9 IGCLC-Neg c.387+1G.A BRCAplus
version 1

UA Mat GM breast, 45

Mat GF brain, 49

LC12 IGCLC-Neg c.1147C.T BRCAplus
version 1

Breast, 36 Ductal Brother CDH1+, UA

Mat aunt CDH1+, breast
(LCIS)

Mat GGF GI cancer NOS

Mat GF lung, 62

Mat cousin CDH1+, UA

Pat GM breast, 70

LC13 IGCLC-Neg c.1999delC BRCAplus
version 1

Breast neoplasm of
unknown behavior

Unknown Mother breast, 72

Sisters 3 2 breast, 58, 61

Sister cancer NOS

Mat GM breast, 56

CC2 IGCLC-PP c.2164+1G.A MyRisk Breast, 48 Lobular Son, CDH1+, UA

Sister ovarian, 29

Mat aunt breast, 25

Mat uncle CRC, 70s

CC3 IGCLC-PP EX1_EX2del MyRisk Breast, 43 Ductal with lobular
features

None

LC3 IGCLC-PP c.1565+1G.A BreastNext Bil breast, 40 Lobular Father sarcoma, 27

Pat aunt 3 3 breast, 40s

LC4 IGCLC-PP c.2064_2065delTG BRCAplus
version 1

Breast, 54 Lobular Sister CDH1+, breast (IDC), 44

Mat GM breast, 30

Mat aunt pancreatic, 65

LC6 IGCLC-PP c.1003C.T ColoNext Gastric, 68 Diffuse Daughter, CDH1+, 2-5
polyps, 38

Sister CDH12, melanoma, 40

Sister CDH1+, 1-2 polyps, 47

Sister rectal, 55

Mother skin NOS

Mat aunt skin NOS

LC14 IGCLC-PP c.202delT BRCAplus
version 1

Breast Lobular Mother breast, 50

Mat GF liver, 62

(Continued on following page)
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Table 2. CDH1 Mutations and Phenotype Description (Continued)

Proband
ID

IGCLC
Classification CDH1 Mutation

Panel
Tested

Proband Diagnosis,
Age (years)

Proband
Pathology

Family Cancer Status/
FamilialTesting,Age (years)*

LC15 IGCLC-PP c.1565+1G.A BRCAplus
version 1

Breast, 60 Lobular Father prostate, 75;
testicular, 80

Son sarcoma, 41

Pat aunt breast, , 80

Pat aunt breast, 50

Pat aunt breast, , 90

Mat uncle CRC, 50s

Mat uncle CRC, , 70

Mat GM breast, 70s

LC16 IGCLC-PP c.1979dupT BRCAplus
version 2

Breast, 43 Lobular Mother breast, 56

Mat aunt ovarian, 22

Mat uncle throat, 40s

Mat uncle throat, 60s

LC17 IGCLC-PP 59UTR_IN2del BRCAplus
version 2

Bil breast, 45 Lobular Father gastric, 65

Pat GM lung, 70s

Mat aunt breast, 67

CC4 IGCLC-Pos c.504del MyRisk Breast, 44 Ductal Mother ovarian, 40; CRC, 71

Sister 3 2 gastric, 38, 46

Sister CRC, 43

Brother prostate, 44

Mat aunt gastric, 71

Mat great aunt gastric, 75

Pat uncle gastric, 52

LC8 IGCLC-Pos c.1565+1G.T CancerNext Breast, 53 Lobular Mother breast, 70

Brother CDH1+, UA

Sister CDH1+, UA

Daughter CDH1+, UA

Pat cousin brain, 40

Niece gastric, 30

LC1 IGCLC-Pos c.521dupA ColoNext Gastric, 49, 58 Signet cell Sister 3 2 gastric, 38, 39

Mother gastric, 59

Brother esophageal, 60s

Brother CDH1+, UA, 49

Son 3 2 CDH1+, UA

Sister CDH1+, UA, 52

Sister CDH1+, UA, 67

Niece 3 2 CDH1+, UA

Niece CDH1+, UA, 26

Nephew 3 2 CDH1+, UA

(Continued on following page)
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case was further reviewed on the basis of the 2015
guidelines.5 E-cadherin immunohistochemistry
(IHC) staining was conducted on invasive ductal
carcinoma (IDC) tissue when feasible.

RESULTS

In the laboratory cohort, 0.06% (16 of 26,936) of
patients were CDH1+. Five were classified as

IGCLC-Pos, seven as IGCLC- PP, and four as
IGCLC-Neg. In the clinic cohort, 1.26% (four of
318) were CDH1+ (Table 2). Case CC4 was clas-
sified as IGCLC-Pos as a result of family history;
however, the proband’s presentation was atypical
because she was given a diagnosis of IDC at age
44 years. IHC staining revealed a lack of expres-
sion of E-cadherin in the tumor; thus, it was

Table 2. CDH1 Mutations and Phenotype Description (Continued)

Proband
ID

IGCLC
Classification CDH1 Mutation

Panel
Tested

Proband Diagnosis,
Age (years)

Proband
Pathology

Family Cancer Status/
FamilialTesting,Age (years)*

LC10 IGCLC-Pos c.1921C.T BRCAplus
version 1

Gastric, 25 Diffuse, signet cell Father CDH1+, melanoma, 60

Pat GMGYN, 60s; esophageal,
90s

Pat GF CRC, 89

Pat aunt H/N, 50s

Pat aunt3 3 gastric, 40s, 50, 50

Pat aunt throat

Pat uncle lung, 40s

Pat uncle prostate

Pat GGM gastric, 82

Pat great uncle CRC, 44

LC11 IGCLC-Pos IN2_EX5del CancerNext Breast, 38 Ductal Father CDH1+, CRC, 67

Sister CDH1+, UA, 47

Sister CDH1+, UA, 49

Pat aunt gastric, 47

Pat GM breast, 72

Pat uncle CDH1+, prostate, 76

Pat cousin 3 2 gastric, 42, 50

Cousin 3 3 CDH1+, UA

Cousin brain, 8

Nephew 3 3 CDH1+, UA

LC18 IGCLC-Pos c.2064_2065delTG ColoNext Gastric, 30 Unknown Father gastric, 65

Mother breast, 56

Mat aunt breast, 67

Mat aunt ovarian, 20

Mat uncle throat, 40

Mat uncle throat, 60

Mat cousin ovarian, 22

Mat cousin breast, 38

Mat GM lung, 70

Pat GM gastric, 70

NOTE.MyRiskmanufactured byMyriadGenetics (Salt LakeCity,UT); ColoNext, BRCAplus, BreastNext, andCancerNextmanufactured by AmbryGenetics (Aliso Viejo, CA).
Abbreviations: BC, breast cancer; Bil breast, bilateral breast cancer; CRC, colorectal cancer; GF, grandfather; GGF, great grandfather; GGM, great grandmother; GM,
grandmother; GYN, gynecologic cancer; H/N, head and neck cancer; IDC, invasive ductal breast cancer; IGCLC, International Gastric Cancer Linkage Consortium; LCIS,
lobular carcinoma in situ; Mat, maternal; Neg, negative; NOS, not otherwise specified; Pat, paternal; Pos, positive; PP, partial phenotype; RCC, renal cell carcinoma; UA,
unaffected.
*Family members are untested unless otherwise indicated. Unaffected relatives who tested negative were excluded from this table.
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reclassified as ILC. Two cases were IGCLC-PP,
and one was IGCLC-Neg because the proband
had IDC (confirmed on IHC), no family history
of cancer, and complete family structure (Fig 1).

Overall, 20 pathogenic CDH1 mutations were
identified. One of the probands was unaffected.
Of patients with cancer, 42% (n = 8) presented
with ILC and 21% (n = 4) with gastric cancer
consistent with the expected phenotype; how-
ever, 21% (n = 4) presented with IDC, 5% (n = 1)
with IDC with lobular features, 5% (n = 1) with
breast neoplasm not otherwise specified, and 5%
(n = 1) with colon cancer (Fig 2A). Breast cancer
was the most prevalent overall (73% of affected
probands; Fig 2A). The average age of onset for
breast and gastric cases is presented in Figs 2B
and2C.BRCA1 andBRCA2mutationswere ruled
out in patients with breast cancer (Data Supple-
ment). Six (30%) of 20 CDH1+ cases were clas-
sified as IGCLC-Pos. In this study, 14 (70%) of
20 cases did not meet the 2010 IGCLC criteria
(nine IGCLC-PP and five IGCLC-Neg). Cases
were reviewed todeterminewhether theymet the

2015 guidelines, and case LC17, initially classi-
fied as IGCLC-PP, met the revised testing cri-
teria as a result of a diagnosis of bilateral ILC at
age 45 years.5 Therefore, 65% of cases did not
meet the 2015 guidelines for consideration of
testing.

Mutation Description

Sixteen distinct pathogenic/likely pathogenic
CDH1 alterations were detected in 20 CDH1+
probands, with three recurrent mutations identi-
fied (Fig 3; Data Supplement). Mutations were
classified according to the American College of
Medical Genetics and Genomics guidelines.6 All
16mutations are predicted to result in apremature
termination codon. A variety of mechanisms lead
to pathogenicity, including nonsense-mediated
decay6 of mRNAs that contain premature termi-
nation codons.7,8 For CDH1, nonsense-mediated
decay has been shown to cause downregulation of
alleles, which results in loss of function.7

Of themutations described, seven are novel to our
knowledge (Fig 3). Five of the novel mutations
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Clinic Case 1 (CC1)

Classification: IGCLC-Neg
Result: CDH1 del exons 1-2
Medical management:

Recommended prophylactic gastrectomy deferred
until completion of breast cancer treatment
Pathology: Ductal breast cancer
IHC: Expression of CDH1

Clinic Case 2 (CC2)

Classification: IGCLC-PP
Result: CDH1 c.2164+1G>A
Pathology: Lobular breast cancer
Medical management:

Prophylactic gastrectomy identified stage I
diffuse gastric cancer

Clinic Case 4 (CC4)

Classification: IGCLC-Pos
Result: CDH1 c.504del
Medical Management: Recommended
prophylactic gastrectomy not completed
Initial Pathology: Ductal breast cancer
IHC: Lack of expression of CDH1; breast cancer
reclassified as lobular 

E-cadherin immunostain: negative in tumor cells
with positive internal control

E-cadherin immunostain: tumor cells strongly
positive for E-cadherin

A B C

Fig 1. International
Gastric Cancer Linkage
Consortium (IGCLC)-
negative (IGCLC-Neg),
IGCLC-partial phenotype
(IGCLC-PP), and
IGCLC-positive
(IGCLC-Pos) pedigrees.
IHC, immunohisto-
chemistry.
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were classified as pathogenic, including three
out-of-frame deletion mutations (c.202delT,
c.1979dupT, and c.1999delC), one in-frame de-
letionmutation (c.504del), and one nonsensemu-
tation (c.1921C.T p.Q641*).6 The remaining
two novel mutations are splice site variants that
affect the canonical donor site (c.387+1G.A and
c.2164+1G.A). Both canonical variants are pre-
dicted to abolish the native donor splice site by
four different splicing prediction tools (Human

Splicing Finder [HSF], MaxEntScan, Berkeley
Drosophila Genome Project [BDGP], and ESE-
finder), andwere classified as likelypathogenic as a
result of lack of additional clinical evidence.

The six previously describedmutations were clas-
sified as pathogenic. The c.521dupAmutation has
been reported in a family with only early-onset
ILC. No other breast or gastric cancers were
known in that family.9 In the current cohort, this
mutation was seen in an IGCLC-Pos family with

Type of Cancer

Breast (lobular) Breast (ductal) Gastric Breast (ductal with lobular features) Breast neoplasm NOS Colon
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e 
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ea

rs
)
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um
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r o
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Gastric
20
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21% (n = 4)
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(n = 1)
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Fig 2. Cancer
diagnoses among CDH1
mutation carriers. (A)
Cancer diagnoses of
probands in the current
study.One proband did not
have a cancer diagnosis. (B)
Proband cancer diagnoses
categorized by
International Gastric
Cancer Linkage
Consortium
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multiple gastric cancers. The nonsense mutations
c.1003C.T (p.R335*) and c.1147C.T (p.Q383*)
have been reported in multiple families with
HDGC,3,8,10-14 whereas they were found in
an IGCLC-PP and IGCLC-Neg family in
the current cohort. The frameshift mutation
c.2064_2065delTG was previously identified in
highly selected families with a history of early-
onsetDGC,3,15whereas it was seen in an IGCLC-
PP family in the current cohort. We detected two
previously described splice site mutations that af-
fected the first nucleotide of intron 10. The mu-
tation c.1565+1G.Twas first reported in a family
with multiple DGCs,16 and the mutation c.1565
+1G.Awas initially reported in a patientwith ILC
whose family history was significant for multiple
breast cancers and one early-onset gastric cancer.17

Inthecurrent cohort, c.1565+1G.Twas seen inan
IGCLC-Pos family, andc.1565+1G.Awas seen in
two families, one IGCLC-Neg and the other
IGCLC-PP.The four different splicing prediction
tools (HSF,MaxEntScan, BDGP, and ESEfinder)
predict that these two variants will abolish the
native donor site, but we cannot exclude that the
use of alternative cryptic donor sites may affect the
expressivity of the phenotype in these cases.

We detected four multiexon deletions: three
(59UTR_IN2del and EX1_2del twice) include
the transcription and translation start sites, and
the fourth (IN2_EX5del) is predicted to include
1,237nucleotidesof coding sequenceand tobeout
of frame. Two different deletions encompassing
exons 1 to 2 were previously reported in three
families with HDGC; however, we cannot con-
firm whether the deletions of this region in the
current cohort have the same breakpoints as those
previously reported.18 To our knowledge, these
deletions contain the only functional translation
start sites in the gene and therefore are predicted
to abrogate protein synthesis. The two families in
this cohort with the deletion of exons 1 to 2 were
classified as IGCLC-Neg, the family with the
deletion that spans from the 59UTR through in-
tron 2was classified as IGCLC-PP, and the family
with the intron 2 through exon 5 deletion was
classified as IGCLC-Pos (Data Supplement).

Clinical Follow-up

All CDH1+ clinic cohort patients underwent a
discussion ofmanagement consistent withHDGC
guidelines,5 and the testing of at-risk family mem-
bers for the CDH1 mutation was recommended
(subsequent family testing data listed in Table 2).
One of the four clinic cohort patients elected to
proceed with prophylactic gastrectomy. For the

other three clinical cases, two patients declined
prophylactic surgery at this time, and one elected
to wait until cancer treatment was completed to
make a decision about prophylaxis. For the labo-
ratory cohort patients, the ordering clinicians for
CDH1+ patients were contacted to obtain follow-
up information, and the available information is
provided here. For one of the laboratory cohort
patients who underwent a prophylactic gastrec-
tomy, a family member was seen at USC after
identification of the mutation, which allowed ad-
ditional information to be obtained (LC12). In
15% of patients (three of 20 [CC2, LC12, and
LC6]), either the proband or the family member
is known tohavepursuedprophylactic gastrectomy
and were found to have DGC (Table 3). None of
the three who underwent gastrectomymet current
IGCLC criteria. The clinical details of these three
cases reflect the diversity and challenges of clinical
presentation and management. Patient CC2 was
suspicious for HDGC (ICGCL-PP) and was of-
fered, and chose, prophylactic gastrectomy. Pa-
thology revealed stage I DGC. Patient LC12
(proband had IDC at age 36 years) was initially
classified as IGCLC-Neg on the basis of a family
history of lobular carcinoma in situ in a second-
degree relative (maternal aunt) with unknown age
of onset and no documented family history of
gastric cancer. After genetic testing, the family
history was clarified in more depth, and amaternal
great grandfather’s unspecifiedGI cancer was con-
firmed as stomach cancer. Given this updated in-
formation, the family’s posterior classification is
IGCLC-PP. The maternal aunt with lobular car-
cinomainsituunderwentgenetic testing,whichwas
positive for the known CDH1 mutation. She also
elected prophylactic gastrectomy at age 55 years
and was found to haveDGC.The proband has not
undergone gastrectomy to our knowledge. Patient
LC6 was suggestive of HDGC because the pro-
band had DGC at age 68 years (IGCLC-PP), and
predictive testing in the proband’s unaffected
daughter identified the known familial mutation.
The daughter elected prophylactic gastrectomy at
age 39 years and was found to have gastric cancer.

DISCUSSION

In this study, 65% of CDH1+ cases did not meet
the 2015 revised testing criteria,4,5 which is con-
sistent with a study where CDH1mutations were
identified by MGPT in patients without DGC or
family history of DGC.19 A number of potential
explanations exist, including limited or underas-
certained family history, incomplete appreciation
of the histologic subtype of breast cancer,20-22

(IGCLC) classification as
follows: IGCLC-positive
(IGCLC-Pos), IGCLC-
partial phenotype
(IGCLC-PP), or IGCLC-
negative (IGCLC-Neg).
(C)Boxandwhiskersplot of
proband breast and gastric
cancer age at diagnosis.
NOS, not otherwise
specified.
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incompletepenetranceandvariable expressivityof
mutations, and de novo germline mutation.23,24

Current published penetrance estimates have
been derived from families ascertained by strin-
gent HDGC guidelines. Although some of the
mutations in the current study have been docu-
mented in highly penetrant families, others have
not and, therefore, may represent less-penetrant
mutations. Because the threshold for testing for
CDH1 changes over time, it is reasonable to
anticipate that the cancer risks will have a wider
range as familieswhopresentoutside thehigh-risk
criteria are ascertained, which is consistent with
whathas beenderived inotherwell-studied cancer
predisposition syndromes, such as hereditary
breast and ovarian cancer syndrome.25

Variable expressivity for CDH1 mutations has
been demonstrated in studies of CDH1+ patients

with ILC and/or a family history of ILC in the
absence of DGC.9,14,26 Consideration of ILC was
added to the revised guidelines published in 20155

(Table 1). Detailed family histories that require
deep investigation and retrieval of pathology re-
ports fromdistant or deceased relatives are helpful
when available, and post hoc review of family
histories in this study identified previously un-
confirmed gastric cancer and lobular breast can-
cers that changed the classification of risk for some
patients who had undergone testing.

Current management guidelines encourage pro-
phylactic gastrectomy between ages 20 and 30
years and annual breast magnetic resonance im-
aging starting at age 30 years.4,5 These recom-
mendations are based on the cancer risk estimates
derived from high-penetrance CDH1+ families.
The unexpected CDH1 mutations may reflect an

Table 3. Results of Risk-Reducing Surgery in Family Members

Proband ID IGCLC Classification Family Member Who Had Gastrectomy Outcome

CC2 IGCLC-PP Proband (history of ILC) Stage I DGC identified in prophylactic
gastrectomy

LC6 IGCLC-PP Daughter (unaffected) Gastric cancer identified from prophylactic
gastrectomy (unknown stage/pathology)
performed at age 39 years

LC12 IGCLC-Neg* Maternal aunt (history of LCIS) DGC identified from prophylactic
gastrectomy (unknown stage) performed
at age 55 years

Abbreviations: DGC, diffuse gastric cancer; ILC, invasive lobular breast cancer; IGCLC, International Gastric Cancer Linkage Consortium; LCIS, lobular carcinoma in situ;
Neg, negative; PP, partial phenotype.
*Proband LC12 (IGCLC-Neg) maternal aunt had LCIS with age of onset unknown and no documented cases of gastric cancer; therefore, the family was initially classified as
IGCLC-Neg. When additional family members presented to the University of Southern California for testing, the maternal great grandfather’s unspecified GI cancer was
confirmed as stomach cancer. Given this updated information, the family’s posterior classification is best described as IGCLC-PP. The maternal aunt with LCIS underwent
genetic testing, which was positive for the known CDH1 mutation. She subsequently underwent a prophylactic gastrectomy at age 55 years and was found to have DGC.
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underlying population of families with reduced
penetrance, and appropriately powered epidemi-
ologic studies are required to investigate this
hypothesis. These types of studies also will help
to inform clinical decision making. In the mean-
time, our clinical approach has been to manage
incidentally identified CDH1+ patients as classic
HDGC families and offer prophylactic gastrec-
tomy. Counseling and support balanced by con-
siderations of risks, benefits, and costs are integral
to partnering with these patients for shared de-
cision making about optimal management strate-
gies and their timing. The option of gastrectomy
in IGCLC-PP families typically is framed in the
context of the family history of cancer, which
underscores the importance of obtaining a com-
plete family history and review of pathology re-
ports when available. For IGCLC-Neg families,
consideration of what is known about each mu-
tation and full exploration of the family history is
key. To date, uptake of prophylactic gastrectomy
has been low in families who do not exhibit a
highly penetrant phenotype. As genomics is fur-
ther integrated into clinical practice, the gathering
of families into research registries is important for
long-term follow-up to expand the clinical un-
derstanding of CDH1mutations, including range

of cancer risk, and appropriate medical manage-
ment across the phenotypic spectrum.

In conclusion, MGPT identifies CDH1+ individ-
uals who do notmeet criteria forCDH1 testing. In
the absence of MGPT, these patients would not
likely have undergoneCDH1 testing.MGPTmay
provide anopportunity to identify individualswith
an increased risk for a highly morbid cancer
(DGC)before they presentwith advanced disease,
even in the absence of suggestive family history.
Many of these families presented with cancer
histories more suggestive of hereditary breast
and ovarian cancer because of early-onset IDC,
and testing previously may have been limited to
the BRCA genes, which raises the question of
whether genetic testing criteria should be broad-
ened to identify more CDH1+ patients. At this
time, whether the cancer risks in the incidentally
identified carriers match the levels reported for
classic HDGC families is unclear, although in this
series, 100% of CDH1+ patients who underwent
gastrectomy had gastric cancer. In the absence of
comprehensive data on penetrance, we currently
recommend classic HDGC management guide-
lines for all CDH1 mutation carriers.4,5
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